
IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE::: BONGAIGAON

Sessions Case No. 118 (BGN)/2012
U/S 302 IPC

(Arising out of G.R. Case No. 853 of 2010)

State ofAssam
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Vs.

Amitabh Biswas @ Ritu ......Accused

PRESENT : Smt. I. Borman,
Sessions Judge,
Bongaigaon.

ADVOCATES APPEARED ,.

For the State : Smti J. Baruah, Public Prosecutor

For the accused : Sri S.N.Brahma Choudhury and S.

Kr Sarkar

Date of Argument i 05.07 .2017 .

Date of Judgment : 19.7.2017.
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JUDGMENT AND ORDER

Prosecution case has set in motion by the F.I.R

lodged on 13.12.2010 by PW 1 Smti Rani Chakladar the mother of the

deceased Rita Chakladar (herein after called as 'the deceased') alleging

that the accused Amitabh Biswas inspite of being married developed love

affairs with informant'sdeceased daughter. Later on knowing that the

accused is a married one, dispute arose between them and lastly on
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13.12.2010 accused Amitabh Biswas coming to the rented room of the

deceased had alterted with her and scuffled' But thereafter ablazing

futa Chakladar was recovered and admitted her at Lower Assam

Hospital.

2. Accordingly on receipt of the FIR, the Incharge

North Bongaigaon Patrol Post himself took up the case for investigation

and forwarded the FIR to the O.C. Bongaigaon Police Station for

registering a case. Accordingly Bongaigaon Police Station Case No'

61312010 U/S 306/511 IPC was registered. In course of investigation,

he recorded the statement of the witnesses, conducted inquest on the

dead body of the deceased, got recorded the dying declaration of the

deceased by the executive magistrate and at the close of investigation

laid charge sheet against the accused Amitabh Biswas U/S 306 IPC'

a Accused person entered his appearance. He was

furnished with all the necessary copies as required UIS 207 Cr'P'C,

Then the offence being exclusively triable by the Court of Session, the

learned Judicial Magistrate, 1" Class, Bongaigaon vide order dtd'

4.g.2012 committed the case to the Court of Session, Bongaigaon.

4.Afterreceivingthecaseandonappearanceofthe
accused, my learned predecessor framed charge against the accused U/S

302 IPC after perusal of the police report furnished under section 173

CrPC and hearing both sides.

In this case to rope the accused for committing
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offence u/s 302 IPC prosecution side examined as many as 15

witnesses. After closure of prosecution evidence accused was examined

U/S 313 Cr.P.C. The accused person denied all the allegations levelled

against him and pleaded that on the date of incident he had not come to

the room of the deceased. Defence did not lead any evidence. I have

heard argument of both sides and also gone through the materials on

record.

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:

I) Whether the accused person on 13.12.2010

commitited murder intentionally or lvtowingly by

causing death of Rita Chakladar and thereby

committed an ffince punishable U/S 302 IPC ?

DISCUSSION. DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

During argument learned Public Prosecutor Mrs J.

Barua submits that upon the facts and circumstances of the case and the

evidence of PWs it is clearly established that on the day of occurrence

the accused came to the rented room of the deceased when quarrel took

place between them for not agreeing to marry the accused and in the

midst of quarrel the accused had set her fire due to which later on she

died and aS such the accused person committed the murder. Her further

submision is that the circumstances which were established by the

prosecution by adducing cogent and reliable evidence clearly established
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(4)

that he is the accused person and none else who caused the death of the

deceased intentionally on the date of the occurrence by setting her fire.

8. Refuting the submission of learned Public Proseutor,

the learned defence counsel Mr S. Sarkar streneously argued that the

circumstantial evidence adduced by the prosecution, in absence of any

eye witness to the incident is incomplete and incoherent so as to warrant

conviction of the accused. The leamed counsel submits that from the

analysis of evidence of PWs, the accused can not be roped with offence

U/S 302 IPC with the inconsistent evidence of the PWs. Mr Sarkar also

,argued that as per version of PW 3, Nileswar Medhi deceased was not in

ia position to talk due to her burn injury. It is also submitted that it is not

' possible to see the incident through the door of the room of the deceased

which was slightly opened as per version of PW 9. The learned defence

counsel submits that there are some discrepancies as to from when the

deceased used to reside in the room of PW 2 as tenant. In this case, the

learned defence counsel also vehementaly argued that in respect of dying

declaration (Ext 2), there is no certificate that at the time of recording

statement she was mentally and physically fit to give declaration.

According to the learned counsel, when whole body of the deceased

burnt incluidng face, it is not possible for the person to be medically fit

conditon to give statement. It is further argued that in statement U/S 313

Cr.P.C the accused denied his presence at the place of occurrence in toto

and as such he can not be roped for committing offence U/S 302 IPC.

In order to appreciate the arguments advanced on
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(s)

behalf of both sides, I feel it proper to, breifly, re-capitulate the evidences

on reord as follows.

PW 1 Rani Chakladar, informant as well as mother10.

of the deceased deposed that since last 5 years of the incident the

deceased was working as nurse at Lower Assam Hospital and during that

period she resided as tenant in the house of PW 2 Ram Bilash Singh. On

the day of incident at around 11.30 A.M accused Amitabh Biswas @ Ritu

made a call to her informing that ablazing Rita was taken to Lower

Assam Hospital. Then on being enquired as to who is he, she was

replied that he is Rita's friend. Immediately, after receiving the

information she came to the rented room of the victim alongwith her son

Pranay and then came to Lower Assam Hospital and had seen that the

deceased was burnt. when she came near the deceased, found smell of

kerosene in her body. At that time the deceased was not in a position to

talk. On being asked, the deceased reported that when she was about to

proceed to Bijni, accused came to her room and picked up quarrel with

her. The deceased also stated that the accused resisted her from going to

Bijni. She further stated that as the accused was a married person having

children, hence the deceased refused to marry him for which the accused

had beaten the deceased and threatened that if she would not marry him,

he would die by consuming kerosene oil. Then the deceased asked the

accused to die in other place not in her room. At that time accusd poured

kerosene oil over the body of the deceased and lighted a cigarette with a

match stick but thereafter she could not say how she received fire. After
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the incident the deceased was alive for 4 days and then she succumed to

the injuries. PW 1 further stated that after the death, she in the trunk of

the deceased found a photograph of the accused in a bag containing his

address of Minajpur which was sent to her in address of Lower Assam

Hospital, Bongaigaon. Police seized the said bag and the photograph of

the accused. During cross she stated that from Purnima Dhar and some

other nurse of Lower Assam Hospital she came to know that the

deceased told them that the accused would marry her. She further stated

that before Police she stated that her younger son Pabitra was informed

by accused that his elder sister was set on fire and he would incur all

expenditures for her treatement. She also proved the M. Ext I the bag

and the M.Ext 2 photograph of the accused. She testified that one

Executive Magistrate in her presence recorded the dying declaration

of the deceased vide Ext 2. She was confronted that the fact of

narrating the incident by the deceased that accused poured kerosene oil

and lighted cigerarte with match stick was not stated before Police which

was confirmed by the Investigating Officer. During cross she also

admiued that after the incident the victim was alive for four days and

during that period she was not in a position to talk. She also admitted

that on the day of incident, the deceased in hospital told her that she

developed love with the accused. According to her, at the time of

recording dying declaration, police was not present but the doctor

reached there and on that day she (PW 1) did not talk with the deceased.

She further stated that except the face, all the parts of the body was

bandaged.
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PW 2 Ram Bilash Singh the owner of the house

where the deceased resided deposed that on the day of incident when he

was in his shop, he heard about taking fire in his house. Immediately he

rushed to his house and found that the fire took place in the room

wherein tenant deceased stayed and she was taken to hospital. Except

that he knew nothing.

t2. PW 3 Nileswar Medhi in his evidence deposed that

on 13.12.2010 on being informed by Rani Chakladar about the incident,

he came to Lower Assam Hospital and found the victim with burn injury.

Thereafter as stated by Rani Chakladar he wrote the FIR. He further

stated that from Rani Chakladar he came to know that accused visited

the rented house of the deceased regularly and proposed the deceased to

marry, but the deceased refused being the accused a married person for

which the accused had beaten her. During cross he stated that on the day

at about 4.30 P.M knowing about the incident, he came to the Lower

Assam Hospital but at that time victim was not in a position to speak

13. PW 4 Maya Devi Sutradhar, the neighbour of PW 2

deposed that in the year 2010 the deceased resided in a rented house of

PW 2, Ram Bilash Singh since last 213 years and at that time she had

seen the accused coming to the house of the deceased who made the

accused introduced as her elder brother. On the day of incident, at about

nlll.30 A.M Dipti a nurse of Lower Assam Hospital another tenant of

PW 2 who was bathing near well, said her that the deceased and the

accused picked up quarrel and she had seen smoke in the room of the
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deceased. Then she proceeded forward towards well and at that moment

had seen the accused running away from the room of the deceased and

ablaze deceased also followed the accused. Then her daughter Pranita

Sutradhar and son Puspeswar Sutradhar tried to extinguish the fire by

wrapping cloth and she proceeded to inform the owner Ram Bilash Singh

who was at that time in his shop. She further deposed that Pranita

Sutradhar later on told her that the deceased reported her that she had

quarrel with the accused when the accused was smoking and then he put

cigeratte on her body. After four days the deceased died in the hospital.

During cross she stated that deceased stayed in the rented house of Ram

Bilash Singh for about 2 years. She denied the suggestion that the fact of
.d,{-::\ seeing the accused running away from the house of the deceased and the,/'7. , - *=,

"t': '' \ fact that the deceased told Pranita Sutradhar that the accused put:\ 'i 
cigeratte on her body was not stated before police.1"
14. PW 5 Dr Khaleda Sultana Ahmed, the then EAC at

Bongaigaon in her evidence stated that on 15.12.2010 she recorded the

dying declaration of the deceased at Lower Assam Hospital, Bongaigaon

and she noticed that the whole body of the deceased was burnt but she

was in a position to speak about the incident in conscious state of mind.

Hence she recorded the statement of the deceased vide Ext 2 in presence

of Dr A. Tham of Lower Assam Hospital, Bongaigaon. During cross she

ilenied the defence suggestion that the deceased was not in a position to

speak at the relevant time. She stated that at the time of recording dying

declaration, deceased's mother Rani Chakladar was also present there

apart from the doctor.
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PW 6 Dr Prasanta Sarkar the
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conducted the autopsy on the dead body ofthe deceased

at Bongaigaon Civil Hospital and found as follows:

medical officer

on 17.12.2010

A female dead body of average height, well built

with burn injury over the whole face, chest, neck, medial aspect , scalp

and all four Iimbs

Doctor opined that
r

iHypovolumic shock with Septicemia

.,, 
equivalent to 55% which is ante mortem

mortem report as Ext 3. During cross

injury one can speak and talk normally.

15.

16.

cause of death is due to

following mixed burn injury

in nature. He proved the post

he stated that with 55% burn
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PW 7 Kanaklata Thakuria, trainee nurse of Lower

Assam Hospital who at the relevant time also resided in rented room of
PW 2 in which presmises the deceased stayed, deposed that on the

previous day of incident after doing night duty, she was sleeping in the

monring in the room alongwith one nurse Monobala. At noon time

Monobala was doing something outside the room. At that time ablazing

deceased by crying came out from room. Then Monobala by raising

alarm entered into her (PW 7) room and told her that the deceased was

burnt. Then they called the neighbours and had seen the deceased with

flame over her body. The neighbours sent the victim to Lower Assam

Hospital. During cross she stated that she does not know how the

deceased sustained burn injury. Contradicting the statement of PW 4,
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this witness stated that only since last r o/r2 d,ays the victim resided in
the house of PW 2. According to her, the deceased was not in a position
to speak and her face was also burnt.

PW 8 Sushanta Chakladar, the cousin brother of the
deceased testified that he was informed by Rani chakradar that the
deceased was set on fire. Then he came to Lower Assam Hospital and
found her with burn injury. At that time on being asked, Rani chak ladar
reported him that accused Amitabh Biswas used to visit the deceased,s

room and on that day she had quarrel with the accu5ed. He proved the
inquest report of the deceased as Ext 4.

'18' 
pw 9 Smri Dipika Barman deposed that she arso

-iresided in a rented house near Lower Assam Hospital in which campus
the deceased also resided. on the day of incident at about 11 A.M while
she is reading a book, hearing hue and cry she came out and through the
door of the room of the deceased which was opened to some extent had
seen the deceased on fire and then ablaze deceased came out raising
alarm to save her. Thereafter the deceased was sent to Lower Assam
Hospital. During cross she stated that neither she had seen nor heard
how the deceased sustained burn injury.

17.
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19. PW 10 Durga Charan Roy deposed that hearing
about the burn injury of the deceased, he came to Lower Assam Hospital
and from decebsed's mother he heard that accused used to visit rented
room ofthe deceased.
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20. PW 11 Uttam Biswas deposed that he alongwith

Durga charan Roy and Sushanta eame to Lower Assam Hospital

knowing about the death of the deceased and had seen her with burn

injury. During cross he also stated that except the face, all the parts of
the body of the deceased was bandaged.

2t. PW 12 Bidyut Dutta, ASI of Police in his evidence

deposed that on receipt of information that the deceased died at Lower

Assam Hospital, Bongaigaon, he conducted inquest on the dead body of
the deceased in presence of witnesses vide Ext 4. During cross he stated

that the whole body of the deceased was burnt down and covered with

bandages except some portion of right leg. According to him the whole

face of the deceased was damaged due to burn'injury.

: | 22.
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PW 13 Bijit Dadhara, the Investigating Officer

deposed that on 13.12.2010 while he was working as Incharge, North

Bongaigaon Patrol Post, on receiving of an FIR at around 6 p.M from

Rani chakladar, he made the GDE No. 261 dated 13.12.2010 vide Ext 5

and sent the FIR to officer Incharge, Bongaigaon Police Station for

registering a case and himself visited the place of occurrence, recorded

the statement of the witnesses including the informant, prepared sketch

map of the place of occurrence vide Ext 6, got recorded the dying

declaration of injured Rita Chakladgr by Executive Magistrate and

submitted charge sheet against the accused U/S 306 IPC vide Ext 7.

During cross he stated that the dying declaration of the deceased was
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recorded on 15. 12.2010.

accused and the deceased,

(12)

He admitted that regarding love between

he seized no document.

the

23. CW I Dr Ameng Tham deposed that dying
declaration of the deceased Rita chakradar was recorded by Khalida
sultana Ahmed, EAC in presence of him whire he was working as

surgeon at Lower Assam Hospital, Bongaigaon. He deposed that at that
time the deceased was medically sound state of mind to give statement
on her own words. He proved his signature in the dying declaration vide
Ext 2(3)' During cross he stated that he does not know the contents of
dying declaration as he does not know Assamese. He admitted that he

- does not issue any separate certificate that the injured was in sound state
ligf mind to give statement.

24. CW 2 Jahnabi Saikia Sarma deposed that while she
'was working as matron at Lower Assam Hospital, one day the deceased

nurse of Lower Assam Hospital was brought to hospital by stretcher.
The person who brought the injured to Hospital told that atthe time of
incident the person was in her room and they are quarelling. Thereafter
the neighbours had seen fire in her room and accordingly had taken her
to hospital. At the time of bringing the injured to hospital, she was not in
a position to speak properly. But after one week her voice was changed
and then she told that she was set fire hy the boy. During cross she stated
that prior to 2008 she used to write her as Jahnabi Saikia Sarma. She
further stated that when the deceased was brought to hospital she was
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unable to speak but after one week she abled to speak. According to her,
generally in burn cases voice of the patient changes and in later part, they
used to talk spontaneously. she could not say who were present in the
cabin at the time of recording statement of the injured. she also did not
remember who told that at the time of incident, the person was in her
room and altercation took place between them.

25 - In this case there is no eye witness to the occuffence.

The prosecution case is based wholly on circumstantial evidence and

dying declaration.

26. Now in the backdrop of above iota of evidence, let

is sufficient to ropeme consider whether the above mentioned evidence
0., the accused for committing an offence U/S 302 IpC.

';27. In this case, as per post mortem report deceased
i!sustained burn injury over the whole face, neck, chest medial aspect of
both upper limbs and above the knee joints of both lower limbs and

cause of death is due to hypovolumic shock with septicemia following
55o/o mixed burn injury. cause of death is not in dispute. Hence the

only question to be decided in the present case is : whether the

circumstances coupled with the dying declaration proved the case

beyond all reasonable doubt giving out the nexus of the accused in
causing the death of deceased.

28. In the above, analysis of the evidence becomes

necessary to arrive at finding as to whether the accused was the author of
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the crime. The evidence of the mother of the deceased is that on the day

of incident the accused himself informed her over phone that her
daughter sustained burn injury and on being asked about his identity, the
person replied that he is her daughter's friend. Accordingly, she

immediately rushed to the room of the deceased alongwith her son

Pranay wherefrom she went to Lower Assam Hospital and found her

daughter sustaining burn injury over her whole body. She found smeil of
kerosene on her body. Further evidence of pw I is that on being asked,

the injured told her that while she was about to go to Bijni, accused came

to her room and prevented her from going to Bijni and on refusing to
marry the accused, he had beaten her and said that he would die if she

did not accept his proposal. Thereafter, the accused poured kerosene on

her body and lighted a cigeraffe. But immediately after that she became

unable to speak as to how she caught fire. The dying declaration of the
victim ( Ext 2 ) is also corroborated the statement of the pw l.
Moreover the evidence of pw I that the accused told her son that he

would incur all the expenditures of the deceased remained unchallenged

during cross-examination.
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29. The presence of the accused in the room of the

deceased at the relevant time is supported by the vital witness, pw 4
Maya Rani Devi who resides in the same campus where the deceased

resided. As per her versioryon that fateful day at around 11.00/11.30

A.M nurse of Lower Assam Hospitat namely Dipti Barman who also
resides in the same campus was bathing near a well, calling her (pw 4)

said that the deceased had quarrel with the accused Amitabh Biswas and
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smoke is seen in the room. Then she forwarded towards the well. At that
moment she had seen the accused running away from the room of the
deceased who was followed by the deceased ablazing. Then her
daughter Pranita sutradhar and son puspeswar Sutradhar tried to
extinguish the fire by wrapping with cloth. She proceeded to call the

owner of the house ( pw 2). pw 4 further stated that pranita took the

deceased to Lower Assam Hospital. Later on, pranita reported her (pw
4) that the deceased told her that she and the accused had quarrel and at

that time accused was smoking and later on he put the cigeratte upon her
body. These material part of the evidence of PW 4 remains unchallenged

during cross examination except that the said statement was not made

before police. Another tenant of pw 2 of the said premises namely

Kanaklata Thakuria, (pw 7), also deposed that she alongwith another

; nurse Monobala resides in same room of the premises and on that day
II after completion of night duty, they were in the room. At noon time

Monobala was doing something outside the room and at that moment,

seeing the deceased running out from the room with flame over her body,

Monobala by crying entered into room and stated her (pw 7) that, Rita
Baideo ' was burnt. Another witness pw g Sushanta chakladar, the

cousin brother of the deceased was reported by pw I that accused

Amitabh Biswas used to visit the room of the deceased and on the day of
incident they had quarrel. Another material witness pw 9 Dipika
Barman categorically stated that on the.day of incident hearing hulla she

came out and through door of the room of the deceased which was

slightly opened had seen the deceased on fire who came out from the
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room by raising ararm to save her. The evidence of the Investigating
officer, pw 13 is that except the face, whole body of the victim was
bandaged. cw r, doctor stated that at the time of giving dying
declaration the patient was mentary sound state of mind to give
statement on her own words and the dying decraration was recorded by
Pw 5 in presence of him. He admitted that no separate certificate was
issued regarding sound state of mind of the victim. However in the body
of the Ext2 i-e dying decraration, it has mentioned cw z,Jahnabi Saikia
Sarma, the then matron of Lower Assam hospitar who was examined as
court witness also supported that on the fateful day the deceased was

\ 
b11ust, ro Hospitar and rhe person who brought her told that at the timeti o'lnlioent the particurar person was in her room and they had quarrer

:land :hereafter 
seeing the fire in her room, the neighbours took her to

;ihospital. She stated that at the time of taking hospitar though the
'J deceased was not in a position to speak but after one week her voice was

changed and then she told that the person had put her fire and after about2 days she died. During cross this witness explained that generally in
burn cases in last part, voice of the patient changed and at that time they
used to talk spontaneousry. so the evidence of cw 2 coupred with the
evidence of pw 4 who had seen the accused running away from the
room of the deceased supports that atthat time the accused was present
in the room of the deceased. But in statement u/s 3r3 cr.p.c the
accused taking the plea of aribi stated that on that d,ayhe did not come tothe room of the deceased. In the instant case of the circumstantiar
evidence, presence of the accused at the place of occurrence or he being
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last seen together is one of the circumstance to link the accused with the
offence and to prove his guilt. It is well settled that prosecution has to
prove last seen together with other connecting circumstance that except
the accused no other person could commit the offence. In the instant
case, PW 4 stated that she had seen the accused running away from the
room of the deceased who was folrowed by the deceased abrazing. The
plea of alibi was not proved by the accused by adducing evidence.
Taking he plea of alibi in statement U/S 313 cr.p.c, the accused remains
silent as to how the deceased sustained burn injury.

3,0' Dyins Declarationi:
{ Section 32(r) of the Evidence Act, lg72 deals with
dying declaration. while heading of section 32 relates to cases in which
statement of relevant fact by the person who is dead or cannot be found
etc is relevant, Sub-Section(r) referes to its relevancy when it relates to
cause of death. It says that when a statement is made by a peron as to the
cause of his death, or as to any of the circumstancs of the transaciton
which resulted in his death, in cases, in which the cause of that person,s
death comes into question, such statement wourd be rerevant
notrvithstanding the fact that the person who made the statement was
under expectation of death and whatever may be nature of the proceeding
in which the cause of his deah comes into question.

31. Regarding acceptability and reliability of a statemnt
made by a person who is about to die, the Apex court in the case of
Laxman vs State of Maharashtra, (2002)6 scc 710, observed as under :
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"3. The juristic theory regarding acceptability of a
dying declaration is that such declaration is made in extremity, when the
party is at the point of death and when every hope of this world is gone,
when evey motive to falsehood is s,enced and the man is induced by the
most powerful considration to speak only the truth. Notwithstanding the
same, great caution must be exereised in considering the weight to be
given to this species of evidence on account of the existence of many
circumstances which may affect their truth. The situation in which a
man is on the death bed is so solemn and serene, is the reaon in raw to
accept the veracity of his statement. It is for this reason the requirements

\ 
of oath and cross-examination are dispensed with. Since the accused has

, t lo 
power of cross-examination the courts insist that the dying- 

I declaration should be of such a nature as to inspire full cnfidence of theI court in its truthfurness and correctness. The court, however, has
'' always to be on guard to see that the statement of the deceased was not

as a result of either tutoring or prompting or a product of imagination.
The court also must further decide that the deceased was in a fit state of
mind and had the opportunity to observe and identity the assailant.,,

32. The Apex Court in the case of Ramesh vs State of
Haryana (2017) I scc 529, has held rhat a dying declaration is an
independent piece of evidence rike any other evidence, neither extra
strong nor weak and can be acted upon without corrobroation if it is
found to be otherwise true and reliable.There is no hard-and_fast rule of
universal application as to what percentage of burns suffered is a
determinative facror to afect the credibility of the dying declration and
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improbability of its recording. Much depends upon the nature of the
burn, part of the body affected by the burn, impact of the burn on the
faculties to think and convey the idea or facts coming to mind and other
relevant factors. percentage of burns alone would not determine the
probabiliy or otherwise of making the dying declaration. physicar state
or injuries on the declarant do not.by themserves become determinative
of mental fitness of the declarant to make the statement. It is also
observed that declaration may be made to a Magistrate, to a police
officer, to a public seryant or to a private person or to a doctor. In deed,
he would be the best person to opine about the fitness of the dying man
to make the statement and to record the same where he finds that life is
fast ebbing out of the dying man and there is no time to call the porice or
the Magistrate. Regaring recording of dying decraration by a Magistrate,
the Hon'ble Supreme Court has observed that Magistrate has no animus
with the accusd person and ordinarily shourd not be disbelieved by the
Court.

JJ. Let me now examine the evidence with regard to
the dying declaration of the deceased. Dying declaration was made
before the Learned Executive Magistrate (pw 5 ) wherein she stated that
on the day of incident the accused coming to her room tord her that he
would marry her but as she refused being the accused is a married person
with children, hence the accused had beaten her. She also stated that for
last 3 / 4 months the accused used to assault her and on the day of
incident coming to her room the accused disturbed her and on refusing to
marry he gave forceful fist blow over her head. Accused also told her
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that if she did not marry him, he would die by consuming kerosene. Then
she asked to die outside her house. At that moment the accused again hit
her and perhaps he consumed a little kerosene oil from the lamp because
he felt vomiting. In the 'midst of quarrel' they pulled each other with the
lamp as a result kerosene fell upon her body. At that time the accused
was smoking and a ramp (chaki) was lighting near the idol of God. But
she could not say how she got fire. Thereafter, the accused poured water
but he did not take her hospital and the neighbours took her to hospital.
Dying declaration of deceased clearly shows the presence of the accused
at the relevant time in her room. Though the learned defence counser
argued that there is no certificate in the dying declaration that the
deceased was in a mentaily and medically fit condition for recording
those statements, but Ext 2 shows that there is a certificate mentioning

i that the patient was mentally sound state of mind to give statement in her
own word. Dying declaration was recorded by an Executive Magistrate,
Bongaigaon (PW 5) in presence of doctor (cw l), cw 2, matron of the
hospital, one ulupi Mushahary and mother of the deceased. urupi
Mushahary could not be examined as she was untraceable.

I
J

34. When presence of the accused is found in the
evidence of PW 4 and cw 2 coupred with dying declaration, taking the
dying declaration of the deceased it can be accepted that at the heat of
passion in the quarrel, she might not have know how she got fire. But
the circumstances as discused above clearly established that it is none
other than the accused who committed the offence. Even, if it is
assumed that seeing the deceased ablaze accidentally, out of afraid the
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accused fled away after the accident, a question arose why he totaily
denied his presence. Though the learned counsel ofdefence argued that
the dying declaration does not contain the signature of the deceased, but
since she was with burn injury over her hand with bandage, she was notin a position to put her signature, hence her signature could not be
obtained. From a carefur perusar of the dying decraration a crear picture
emerges as to what had happened on the fateful duy. The dying
declaration is found voruntary consistent, and trustworthy satisfuing the
test of reliability.

35' AII the incriminating materials as welr as
":, clfcul,stances reveared against the accused were brought to the notice of

'the accusd in recording his statement u/S 3r3 cr.p.c affording him
opportunity to exprain but he totaily denied the alregation brought
against him taking the plea of alibi but he failed to substantiate his plea
by adducing any evidence as discussed above.

36' where a case based on circumstantiar evidence, the
settled law is that the circumstance from which the conclusion of gu,t is
drawn should be fuily proved and such circumstance must be conclusive
in nature' Arl the circumstance shourd be complete and there shourd be
no gap left in the chain of circumstance. Moreover, the proved
circumstances must be consistent with the hypothesis of the gu,t of the
accused and totally inconsistent with the innocence.

37 ' The Apex court in the case of padara veera Reddy
vs State ofA.p., reporred in r9g9 supp (2) scc 706, raid down that when
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a case rests upon circumstantial evidence, such evidence must satisff the

follolwing tests :

" 10(1) the circumstances from which an inference

of guilt is sought to be drawn, must be congently and firmly established ;

(2) those circumstances should be of a definite

tendency unerringly pointing towards guilt of the accused ;

(3) the circumstances, taken cummulatively, should

form a chain so complete that there is no escape from the conclusion that

within all human probability the crime was committed by the accused

and none else ; and

(4) the circumstantial evidence in order to sustain

conviction must be complete and incapable of explanation of any other

hypothesis than that of the guilt of he accused and such evidence should

not only be consistent with the guilt of the accused but should be

inconsistent with his innocence."

38. In the case of Sharad Birdhichand Sarda vs State of
Maharashtra, reported in AIR 1984 SC 1622, while dealing with

circumstantial evidence, the Apex Court laid down that the following

conditions precedent must be fully established:

(1) the circumstances from which the conclusion of
guilt is to be drawn should be fully established. The circumstances

concerned must or should and not may be establsihed ;
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(2) the facts so established should be consistent only
with the hypothesis of the guilt of the accusd, that is to say, they should

not be explainable on any other hypothesis except that the accusd is

guilty;

(3) the circumstances should be of a conclusive

nature and tendency ;

(4) they should exclude every possible hypothesis

except the one to be proved ; and

(5) there must be a chain of evidence so complete as
' not to leave any reasonable ground for the conclusion consistent with the

innocence of the accused and must show that in all human probability the

act must have been done by the accused. ',

39. In the case of State of W.B vs Mir Mohammad Omar
& ors, reported in (2000) 8 scc 382, the Apex court dealt with a case

of abduction and murder. In the said case, deceased Mahesh was

abducted by the accused persons and subsequantly he was found dead.

The accused persons were convicted under section 364 read with section

34 IPC and acquitted from the charge of murder. The matter came

before the Hon'ble Supreme court. The Apex Court maintaining the

conviction under section 364134Ipc, convicted the appelllant-accused of
the offence under section 302rpc read with section 34 too. In the above

referred case, the Apex Court observed :
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" The pristine rule that the burden of proof is on the
prosecution to prove the guilt of the accused should not be taken as a
fossilised doctrine as though it admits no process of intelligent reasoning.
The doctrine of presumption is not alien to the above rule, nor would it
impair the temper of the rule. on the other hand, if the traditional rule
relating to burden of proof of the prosecution is allowed to be wrapped in
pedantic coverage, the offenders in serious offences would be the majort,! bneneficiaries and the socieity would be the casuarty.

,. .i

I: presumption of fact is an inference as to the
!: existence of one fact from the existence of some other facts, unless the

, '' truth of such inference is disproved. Presumption of fact is a rule in law
of evidence that a fact otherwise doubtful may be inferred from certain
other proved facts. When inferring the existence of a factfrom other rest
of proved facts, the court exercised a process of reasoning and reaches a
logical conclusion as the most probabre position. The above principle
has gained legislative recognition in India when Section 114 is
incorporated in the Evidence Act. It empowers the court to presume the
existence of any fact which it thinks likely to have happened. In that
process the court shalr have regard to the common course of natural
events, human conduct etc, in relation to the facts of the case. ,,

" when it is proved to the satisifaction of the court
that Mahesh was abducted by the accused and they took him out of that
area, the accused alone knew what happened to him until he was with
them' If he was found murdered within a short time after the abduction
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the permitted reasoning process would enable the Court to draw the
presumption that the accused have mudered him. such inference can be

disrupted if the accused would tell the court what else happened to
Mahesh at least until he was in their custodv."

40. In the backdrop of the above position law with
regard to the circumstantial evidence, in the present case, I find that it
has been clearly estabrished that in the fatefur morning the accused

Amitabh Biswas came to the room of the deceased, to the exclusion of
any other in the room at that time. pw 4 the resident of same premises

was told by Dipti who was bathing in the premises near well that the
deceased had quarrel with the accused and she had seen smoke in the

room and then when pw 4 proceeded towards the well, had seen the

accused running away from the room of the deceased and ablazing Rita
also following the accused came out. Presence of the accused in the
room of the deceased is also supported by dying declaration. Though the
learned counsel of defence submits that as per evidene of pw 5 the

deceased was not in a position to speak but pw 5 the leamed Executive

Magistrate who recorded the dying declaration cogently stated that she

was in a position to speak about the incident in conscious state of mind.
Pw 6 the medical officer who conducted the autopsy on the dead body
also stated in cross examiantion that with 55yo burn injury (which the

deceased sustained) one can speak and talk normally. cw 2 also

corroborated that the deceased stated that accused had put her fire. The

various pieces of evidence i.e from the evidence of finding the accused

quarrelling with the deceased in her room, seeing smoke in the room and

,a{
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seeing accused running away from the room who was followed by the
deceased ablaze coupred with dying decraration regarding presence of
the accused at the relevant time are not only convincing, but when linked
with each other all the said events also form .a complete chain,
conclusively and convincingly pointing the guilt to none other than the
accused. Therefore, the totality. of the evidences, surfbced from the
evidence on record are found to have a formed chain so complete that
there is no escape from the conclusion that in all human probabilty , the

\o. crime was committed by none other than the accused.t,t.,.'h

, ,i

41. on careful consideration and examination of
' .feposition of PW 4, coupled with dying declaration it is clear that there

-' 'was altercation between the accused and the deceased and in the heat of
passion, the accused put her fire due to which she succumbed to the
injuries' Thus it reveals that there was no intention for causing death or
murder of the deceased by the accused when he came to the room of the
deceased. Now the question is if there is evidence as to whether the
accused is liable to be punished for the offence tJlS 302IpC or culpable
homicide not amounting to murder under part I of Section 304 of the
IPC.
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42.

follows :

Explanation I of Section 300 of the IpC reads as

' Exception I - When culpable homicide is not
nturder - culpable homicide is not murder if the offender, whilst
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deprived of the power of serf-contror by grave and sudden provocation,
causes the death of the person who gave the provocation or causes the
death of any other person by mistake or accident. ,,

43 ' As stated above, since there is no materiar evidence
that the accused had the intention to murder the deceased when he came
to the room of the deceased but there are material evidence that there
were exchange of words and artercation. cause of death is due to 55%o
burn injury. Setting fire on a person indicates that there was crear

",. 
intention on the part of the accused to cause death to the deceased.

,',44.
j

As such in the fact situation of the case, provocation

{

X'

,' caused to the accused must be held to be both grave and sudden.
Therefore, I am of the opinion that the present case fals under the
Exception I to Section 300 of the Indian penar code and convicted
accordingly. Heard the convict on the quantum of sentence and recorded
his statement U/S 235(2) cr.p.c. Accused/convict submitted that he is to
look after his mother, wife and two daughters and prayed for reniency.
considering the facts and circumstances of the case, I do not justif,z any
leniency and accordingly the accused Amitabh Biswas is convicted u/s
304 Part I of the Ipc and sentenced to undergo rigorous Imprisonment
for l0 (ten) years with fine of Rs. 5000/- (Rupees five thousand), in
default to undergo rigorous Imprisonment for 2(two) months. The period
of detention already undergone by the accused shail be set off. convict
Amitabh Biswas be sent to the District Jail, Goarpara to serve out the
sentence.
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convict.

46.

(28)

Let a free copy of the

Also a copy of the judgment be sent to the District
Magistrate, Bongaigaon as per provsion of section 365 of Criminal
Procedure Code.

47. Given under my hand and seal of this Court on the

judgment be given to the

19fr day of July, 2017.
i+u
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Dictated and corcected by me,
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Sessions Judge,
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APPENDIX

Prosecution witness:
PWI-S*tinarrchakladar
PW 2 - Ram Bilash Singh.
PW3 -NileswarMedhi.
PW 4 -Smti Maya Devi Sutradhar.
PW 5 - Dr Khaleda Sultana Ahmed.
PW 6 - Dr prasanta Sakar.
PW 7 - Smti Kanaklata Thakuria.
PW 8 - Sushanta Chakladar.
PW 9 - Smti Dipika Barman

fW 10 -Durga Charan Ray.
PW 1l -Uttam Biswas.
PW 12 -Sri Bidyut Dutra, SI of police.
PW l3 -Sri Bijit Dadhara, SI of police.
Court witness
CW 1- DrAmeng Tham.
CW 2 - Jahnabi Saikia Sarma.
Defence Witness:
Nit.

Ext-l FIR.
Ext-2 Dying declaration.
Ext-3 Post mortem report.
Ext-4 Inquqst report.

f"tl Extracr copy of GD entry no.267 dtd 13. 12.2010.
Ext-6 Sketch map of the place of occurrence.

Material Exhibir:
Nil.
Defence Exhibit:
Nil ( a'\+lva

( I. Barman )
Sessions Judge,
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